Interleaved Distance-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry: A Simple Method to Improve the Instrument Duty Factor.
Distance-of-flight mass spectrometry (DOFMS) is a velocity-based, spatially dispersive MS technique in which ions are detected simultaneously along the plane of a spatially selective detector. In DOFMS, ions fly though the instrument and mass separate over a set period of time. The single flight time at which all ions are measured defines the specific m/z values that are detectable; the range of m/z values is dictated by the length of the spatially selective detector. However, because each packet of ions is detected at a single flight time, multiple groups of ions can fly through the instrument concurrently and be detected at a single detector. In this way, DOFMS experiments can be interleaved to perform several mass separation experiments within a single DOF repetition period. Interleaved operation allows the orthogonal acceleration region to be operated at a repetition rate higher than the reciprocal of the flight time, which improves the duty factor of the technique. In this paper, we consider the fundamental parameters of interleaved DOFMS and report first results.